
194 REGIONAL SUPPORT WING 

 

MISSION 
 
LINEAGE   
194 Regional Support Wing 
 
STATIONS 
Camp Murray, WA 
 
ASSIGNMENTS 
Washington Air National Guard 
 
COMMANDERS 
Col Brian T. Davis, #2010 
 
HONORS  
Service Streamers 
 
Campaign Streamers 
 
Armed Forces Expeditionary Streamers 
 
Decorations 
 
EMBLEM 
Sable, issuing from a demi-sphere in base Azure, gridlined Or, a stylized flame and Phoenix 
rising, wings displayed Gules, both shaded Tenné and of the third, all within a diminished 
bordure Yellow.  Attached below the shield, a White scroll edged with a narrow Yellow border 
and inscribed "194TH REGIONAL SUPPORT WING” in Blue letters. SIGNIFICANCE: Ultramarine 



blue and Air Force yellow are the Air Force colors.  Blue alludes to the sky, the primary theater 
of Air Force operations.  Yellow refers to the sun and the excellence required of Air Force 
personnel.  The Phoenix represents rebirth and change, the constant flexibility needed in an 
ever changing Air Force, as well as the diversity of missions within the Wing.  The Phoenix is 
rising out of the globe, which represents the unit’s worldwide mission.  The Phoenix and globe 
sit on a field of black, representing cyberspace, the unit’s final theater of operations.  
 
MOTTO 
 
NICKNAME 
 
OPERATIONS 
The Washington Air National Guard's 194th Regional Support Wing is headquartered at Camp 
Murray and consists of over 1,000 citizen airmen. Their mission sets involve both kinetic and 
non-kinetic operations and include sensitive missions that reside in the cyber domain. The 
194th's cutting edge capabilities are well-suited to the threats our nation faces in the 21st 
Century. 
 
Officially formed in 2006, the 194th Regional Support Wing was the Air National Guard's first-
ever non-flying operational wing and it is currently the Guard's newest wing. Consisting of 
1,012 dedicated Airmen serving the nation and Washington State, the 194 RSW provides a 
diverse array of transformational capabilities that are critical to fighting and winning in 
overseas contingency operations around the world, and has a multitude of elite and 
distinctive career options. As Washington Air National Guardsmen, we are citizen-Airmen who 
have the unique opportunity to both defend our freedom overseas and to provide safety and 
security in any emergency that may arise back home. 
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